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This paper was based on the report from Ponemon Institute*
“Costs and Consequences of Gaps in Vulnerability
Response”.
vFeed, Inc outlined the most signiﬁcant outcomes and
mapped them with the data features provided by our
vulnerability intelligence solution.
And it was astonishing to see how our datasets are
completely aligned with the conclusion and with all the key
ﬁndings considered in the study.
NJ OUCHN

* The Ponemon study can be downloaded from this location

Improving vulnerability
Detection & Identification
This is what happened !

T

he paper has stated that the majority of
companies did not achieve signiﬁcant
improvement in their ability to quickly detect and

patch the threats.
And in order to do so, threat intelligence & security
automation are the most preferred. In fact it has been
proven that organizations with automation are getting
better at patching.

This is how we can help !
In order to enhance the detection, identiﬁcation and more
generally the security automation, the data is a very
valuable asset. The more vulnerability data companies
have, eﬃcient will be the process of threat intelligence.
Hence, the vFeed vulnerability intelligence is perfectly
tailored to enhance third party customers security
automation solutions with valuable datasets.

Enriched preventive dataset to
for Patch Management
This is what happened !

A

s clearly depicted in the report, the patching
process could have prevented most the
organizations breaches.

Even worse, the patch was available for a
known vulnerability but not applied as
reported by 60% of IT professionals.
Needless to say that most of the IT respondents reported
that this particular patching process is very sensitive and
may lead to high pressure due to the delays. Below are
some facts that may cause this stress:
• Critical applications & systems can not be taken oﬄine.
• Diﬃculties to prioritize the assets to be patched.
• No tolerance for the downtime required for patching.

This is how we can help !
Since the delays in vulnerability patching are getting
worse as stated by the aforementioned reasons, vFeed
solution can relief the IT professionals stress by providing:
•

Preventive datasets (IPS/IDS rules) to be enabled to
monitor and alert during in-progress critical
suspicious activities.

•

Exploitation information whenever released in the
wild and to be considered during the prioritization
process. In fact, CVSS alone is not suﬃcient. As

such, links to exploits may come very handy to rank
the critical vulnerabilities to be patched in priority.
•

The data is organized in a ready-to-use JSON ﬁles
to reduce the manual process collection and
consumption. The vulnerability intelligence JSON
data can be shared between the organization IT
teams.

Enriched inspection dataset
for vulnerability management
This is what happened !

I

n a perfect world, the organizations must be
aware when a vulnerabilities are released,
especially the critical ones. However, the report

speciﬁes that a very frightening 41% of Organizations did
not know they were vulnerable. This is actually how the
biggest attacks occur.

Most of the attacked organizations know
about the hack later on the news. Which is a
shocking reality !
This is how we can help !
The vulnerability management process can rapidly turn
into a nightmare challenge when an organization is
managing thousands of assets. Hence looking for a
vulnerability in this mass can be overwhelming and time
consuming especially when companies are relying on
VATs.

Luckily we did this massive mapping menial work for you.
vFeed solution pinpoints the appropriate VAT signatures
and scripts to be leveraged to scan the speciﬁc threat.
As a result, IT operations reduce the time needed to detect
the threat in its network and increase the probability to
identify the impacted assets.

Providing data vertically to all
Organization teams
This is what happened !

T

he study outlined the fact that a critical
vulnerability may take up to 12 days before being
ﬁxed and this due the hazy coordination between

all organization stakeholders.
When diﬀerent teams has inconsistent information about a
vulnerability that for sure will lead to a divergent
coordination eﬀort.

At the end of the day, it will take more time to
evaluate the urgency of what’s needed to be
patched.
This is how we can help !
The richness of data deployed over a common
vulnerability repository may eﬃciently improve this lack of
coordination. In fact, the vFeed data is organized in an
easy-to-use well-structured JSON ﬁles that can be
ingested within any third party backend system (Splunk,
RSA Archer, DNIF).

See here how DNIF Next-Gen SIEM enriches
threats in real-time using vFeed intelligence data
The vulnerability intelligence JSON intelligence data is
classiﬁed per tags such as “classiﬁcation”, “risk”,
“inspection”, “exploitation” and “defense”.

The data can be shared vertically by the whole
organization stakeholders ranging from IT operations, pentesters, forensics, vulnerability management, security
monitoring staﬀ, risk management and CISO oﬃce.

Reducing drastically the cost
of vulnerability monitoring
This is what happened !

T

he cost of monitoring vulnerabilities and threats
is one of the most stressful pressures every
Organization may challenge.

Monitoring and tracking vulnerabilities is a
highly time and resources consuming task
that may drive any IT guy crazy !
It says in the Ponemon report that “IT respondents are
spending too much time navigating manual processes
rather than responding to vulnerabilities”
The study provides as well straight-to-the point cost
estimation for large and small companies regarding
vulnerability monitoring process.

As depicted in the table, the numbers are self-explanatory.
It may cost on average 8500$ / week to only monitor
vulnerabilities & threats which leads to a frightening
100k+ / year.

This is how we can help !
As highlighted previously, the price of monitoring is just
exorbitant. Subsequently, a large number of small /
medium organizations avoid to burden their budget with
such cost.

Our solution helps organizations to replace
drastically the manual process which results
in decreasing high costs and focus on
responding to threats.
The vFeed solution provides vulnerability intelligence just
a click away to cope with all the hassles of monitoring
vulnerabilities, coordinating teams to elect the appropriate
patch and documenting the process. This unbearable

manual process is being replaced by an all-in-one
indicators ﬁles structured with suﬃcient data to optimize
the response. Our pricing is the most aﬀordable in the
market of vulnerability intelligence solutions.

Improving the vulnerability risk
based prioritization
This is what happened !

T

he study says that most Organizations rely on
CVSS (Common Vulnerability Scoring System) as the
only valid metric to prioritize their patch.

“CVSS scoring is often the only metric of patch
prioritization and leaves out asset criticality
and systems as part of vulnerability response”.
This will undoubtedly lead to delays in vulnerability
management and response to threats. Let alone adjacent
diﬃculties to prioritize what needs to be patched ﬁrst.

This is how we can help !
vFeed solution has introduced pleiades of indicators that
can be used by organizations to eﬃciently gauge
vulnerabilities not only by CVSS scoring but rather
leveraging a myriad of metrics such as existence of
exploits, availability of ATT&CK identiﬁers, tagging with
CWE/CAPEC.

Combining these indicators will definitely pave
the way to a better scoring of the vulnerability
exploitability.

Empowering the companies
with intelligence to outpace
attackers
This is what happened !

T

he study points out that the severity of
cyberattacks has largely increased these latest
years and attackers have outpaced enterprises

because of their use of machine learning to compute data
related to vulnerabilities.
The document warns that

IT security operations spend more time
navigating manual processes than
responding to vulnerabilities. which leads to
an insurmountable response backlog.
This is how we can help !
As clearly mentioned, most companies have a
disadvantage in responding to vulnerabilities because of
the use of manual processes.

Here is where vFeed data comes into play to empower
Organizations with the vulnerability intelligence indicators
needed to outpace attackers and defeat them in their own
game. The data is packed with thousands of exploits,
ATT&CK identiﬁers, VAT signatures, IPS Rules, YARA rules
and more.
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vFeed, Inc. Industry leading provider of the algorithm
patented & world's largest correlated vulnerability
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correlated vulnerability and threat intelligence database
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